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Sameer Mohite
Sales Manager – Glass Processing Machinery, Benteler Maschinebau

It was indeed a great show this year. Perfectly managed with stringent rules right from beginning. But due 
to unexpected heavy rain, the planning could not get final touches. Actually it was non working day on 
6th December 2017 but had to get converted to a working day and then the last minute planning (which 
is the strength of ZAK) made the show successful. As usual, it had great participation and response from 
the visitors. We could understand the wish list of various customers which is what leads to improvement 
in the market. We wish all the very best to ZAK.

Tanvi Chitnis
Marketing Assistant, Swiss Diamond Technology®

KGS DIAMOND, displayed its revolutionary Swiss Diamond Technology® products. We showcased our latest 
developments offering a complete range of solutions for glass processors from hand held machines, automatic 
seaming lines to manual work. We launched our new KGS Swiflex® 2C2 Hand Pads & Belts for Grinding & 
Polishing application. KGS will open a new office in Bangalore, India in February 2018. The overall response was 
good for all our products. We met a lot of glass processors who were interested in investing and upgrading 
their existing technology. We are fully satisfied with the administration and service provided by Mr Sulaiman 
Khan’s team and look forward to the next edition of ZAK Glass Technology Expo, 2018 in Mumbai.

Naresh Kumar
Country Representative - India, HEGLA

Hegla and Bystronic Glass together shared a stall covering 42 sqm at the recently concluded ZAK Glass Exhibition in BKC, Mumbai. The focus was to 
showcase the latest product offerings from both these companies and highlight the technology behind the products developed entirely in Germany 
and meeting world class requirements. ZAK Exhibitions have been a constant source of encouragement and guidance to new entrepreneurs as well 
as existing Glass Processors in India. The arrangements for Machine display over the last few years has been a major reason for the success of ZAK 
Exhibitions and we look forward to more innovative ideas such as Technology Area in addition to conference/meeting area in ZAK Exhibition 2018. 
Hegla and Bystronic Glass wish to thank all the visitors to the booth in ZAK 2017 and look forward to meeting them next year. Beginning of 2018 will 
also mark the start of preparations for Glasstec in Dusseldorf where both the companies will showcase their latest products.

Shimrit Alon
Marketing Communications
Manager, Phoenicia

Phoenicia Flat Glass Industries 
has participated at ZAK Glass 
Technology Expo 2017 for the 
2nd time. This event was truly 
successful, a wonderful platform 
for us to interact and network 
with potential business partners 
and clients in India. Our booth 
hosted many visitors throughout 
the exhibition, and it provided a 
great opportunity to present our 
products. We thank ZAK Glass 
Technology and look forward to 
our future collaborations with 
them.

The Zak Glass Technology Expo 2017 was an astounding success. Exhibitors from around 

the world displayed their latest products and inventions at the 15th edition of the expo. The 

increased number of visitors iterated the fact that the Indian Glass Processing industry 

is growing to high heights with demand for the latest technologies. The latest edition of 

the expo saw unparalleled growth in visitor attendance as well as high levels of exhibitor 

satisfaction. Around 300 exhibitors showcased their products from across 27 countries at 

the 2017 Zak Glass Technology Expo.



“Innovation is the change
that unlocks new value”

Jamie Notter


